
 

 Press Release  

Sadler Law Indicates its Intention to Attend the Annual Meeting of the 

International Network of Boutique Law Firms in Paris  

 

Houston – August 25, 2011 – Sadler Law, the Houston-based law firm dedicated to the legal 

concerns of energy companies, announces its intention to send six firm staff to the eighth annual 

international meeting and black tie dinner of the International Network of Boutique Law Firms 

(INBLF) in Paris, France. 

As Sadler Law continues to grow into the nation’s leading oil and gas law firm, it is pleased to 

continue its participation with INBLF. As INBLF expands out to Paris for its first annual 

meeting abroad, Sadler law will continue to expand its coverage. Sadler Law now has on staff 65 

lawyers licensed to practice law in 12, bringing endless years of experience. Sadler Law staff is 

licensed to practice law in the states of Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Louisiana, Montana, 

New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, and Wyoming. 

“Sadler Law Firm’s attendance at the International Network of Boutique Law Firms (“INBLF”) 

Annual Meeting and Black-Tie Dinner will be invaluable. We intend to develop relationships 

with some of the world’s most well-respected law firms and attorneys throughout Central and 

South America, Europe, Australia and Africa.  In 2009, we made a decision to build a multi-state 

practice.  This decision enabled us to more than double in size during the worst economic times 

since the Great Depression.  The decision to join the INBLF and to grow our international 

practice will enable us to keep growing and will allow us to assist our clients not only within the 

domestic borders, but around the world”, says Sadler Law attorney Greg Cox.  

# # # 

Media Contact: William D. Sadler / (713) 877-8254 / wsadler@sadlerlaw.com  / 

SadlerLaw.com 

About Sadler Law: For three decades, Sadler Law has addressed the challenges of the energy 

industry. It devotes its multistate practice exclusively to the legal concerns of energy companies 

in the areas of exploration, production, exploitation, development, acquisitions, and disputes. 

Sadler Law Firm has invested considerable energy to bring you highly cost-effective legal advice 

that enables you to conduct business efficiently. We assist you in your oil and gas operations by 

providing legal advice — without imposing unnecessary constraints. We focus on the matters 

that have the highest impact on your operations. We have created efficiencies in our processes by 

paying close attention to their components, streamlining them wherever possible. We never stop 
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evaluating how we can represent your interests in ways that are more efficient and cost effective. 

Sadler Law Firm has the depth and the oil and gas experience to handle all of your legal 

requirements, from land management and title examinations to energy transactions of every size.  

When you choose Sadler, you benefit from the agility and innovation of a small law firm. But, 

when you need the energy that a team of lawyers can bring, you’ve got it. You can count on 

Sadler Law to respond quickly and decisively to your questions. We focus on creating solutions. 

 

 


